A joint effort between school and academic librarians to teach library skills.
There is little opportunity to design programs that deal with the other vast problems of accessing, evaluating, and managing information.

The grant proposal will attempt to address two major problem areas. First, entering students lack the skills needed to use indexes, abstracts, and periodical literature in general and to interpret bibliographic information in catalog systems, indexes and abstracts, and bibliographies. Furthermore, they do not understand the concepts of authorship and classification of library collections.

Second, classroom teachers and school librarians seem to lack a clear understanding of the informational needs of entering students at an academic institution like Virginia Tech. For example, students may be taught how to use a specific classification system, such as the Dewey Decimal System, but may not be taught the concept underlying classification systems to enable them to transfer this knowledge to the LC system. In addition, most school librarians have not had the opportunities to update their knowledge of the latest developments in librarianship, particularly in the area of computer technology.

Students from these 26 rural counties are sometimes at a disadvantage in using libraries due to lack of exposure to larger library systems. This grant addresses the needs of these college-bound students in a variety of ways. By working closely with high school librarians and teachers, we will identify the library skills needed by students to use academic libraries. Training sessions for librarians are being developed, instructional aids are being written, and a videotape is being filmed in an academic setting. All instruction will be designed to cover both the concepts behind information storage and access as well as fundamental library skills.

The distribution of teaching packets and videotapes as well as the scheduling of training sessions for high school librarians will be implemented through a clearinghouse established at the Virginia Tech Library. Plans are being made to ensure the maintenance and continuation of the clearinghouse. An initial survey among the school librarians within the geographic area covered by the grant elicited enthusiastic response and input, reinforcing the idea that this kind of joint effort is needed and welcomed. Planning and development will continue throughout the 1985–86 year. Training sessions and teaching packets will be available by the summer of 1986.

Ideally, a successful instructional program of any subject or discipline is designed to teach basic skills as well as concepts. Admittedly this has been a weakness of academic library instruction programs throughout the country. Efforts to establish a common base, especially at the public school level, will in the long run benefit academic library instruction programs. Helping school librarians to teach fundamental library skills to college-bound students will enable academic institutions to design programs that go beyond the teaching of basic skills and instead concentrate on teaching students to access and manipulate information. ■ ■
Since its founding in 1909, the NAACP has unquestionably played a unique and essential role in translating American constitutional principles into social realities. It is quite possible, however, that the NAACP’s most profound and enduring legacy is the long and difficult struggle to bring about equal educational opportunities for all races, and the history of this struggle epitomizes the philosophy and tactics that have made the NAACP such an effective proponent of human rights in the United States.

New in 1986, The Campaign for Educational Equality focuses exclusively on the grueling legal battle to achieve unrestricted access to the best available education—a battle that was waged in courts around the country over four decades. The ultimate target of the NAACP’s legal department was the “separate but equal” doctrine sustained by the Supreme Court in Plessy v. Ferguson at the end of the nineteenth century. Manifestly the legal backbone of segregation in the U.S., “separate but equal” did much to institutionalize the socioeconomic advantages of the white majority, in effect justifying the grossly unequal facilities and policies extended to minority groups in virtually every area of life. The Campaign for Educational Equality reproduces in exhaustive detail the NAACP’s systematic assault on segregated education that culminated in Brown v. Board of Education.

Of central importance in The Campaign for Educational Equality is the meticulous documentation of NAACP participation in court cases pertaining to segregated education; whether the Association was challenging the status quo or attempting to parry anti-integration maneuvers in northern and border states. Editorial adviser August Meier has carefully identified in the NAACP’s extensive records every case that has relevance to the educational equality campaign, and the files of each of these cases are reproduced in their entirety (including preliminary drafts of legal papers). Numerous original briefs, motions, depositions, writs, trial transcripts, and opinions—supplemented invaluably by memoranda, notes, and correspondence of staff attorneys—will enable researchers to analyze in depth the legal tactics and final dispositions of scores of noteworthy cases prior to Brown.

Ordering Information___________________________________________________________


Series A: Legal Department Records, 1919–1940.
35mm microfilm (24 reels) with printed guide.

Series B: Legal Department Records, 1940–1950.
35mm microfilm (17 reels) with printed guide.

Discount: There is a 10 percent discount for standing orders to Papers of the NAACP.
Note: This collection has been published from the Manuscript Division of the Library of Congress.
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Preparation of Archival Copies of Theses and Dissertations

*Jane Boyd and Don Etherington*

A brief and informative guide for students, faculty members, and librarians on the proper physical preparation and care of theses. Discusses both traditional paper formats and new techniques in thesis presentation, such as form and reduction printouts, sound recordings, and computer-generated data.  

$3.95pbk. 20p. 0-8389-0449-1 85-28939 April 1986

Planning Academic and Research Library Buildings

*Keyes D. Metcalf, Second edition by Philip D. Leighton and David C. Weber*

Manage the complex task of planning and designing new academic and research library buildings or renovating existing buildings with the updated edition of Keyes Metcalf's classic text for librarians, architects, and institutional planning officials. Emphasizes the importance of long-range planning for the growth of the library collection and the use of new technologies.  

$60.00cl. 544p. 0-8389-3320-3 85-11207 August 1986

Easy Access to Information in United States Government Documents

*Julia Schwartz*

Valuable information in government documents is accessible to everyone with this unique handbook for librarians and library users. An alphabetical index of subjects and types of documents directs readers to a concise description of the appropriate index, its format, and the information it contains.  

Price to be set. 0-8389-0456-4 August 1986

Directory of Oral History Tapes of Librarians in the United States and Canada

*Doris Cruger Dale*

Provides access to unique perspectives on library history by locating nearly 200 interviews of librarians and friends of libraries, located in 40 North American library collections. Interviewer, length and date of interview, and availability of transcripts are indicated.  

$20.00pbk. 120p. 0-8389-0443-2 85-30649 February 1986